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Are you recently single and over 50 (or 60!) and feeling like a dinosaur in the modern world of
dating?re currently dating, thinking about it or totally committed to life with your pet dog, Secrets
of Dating After Fifty is a vicarious excitement ride that is as entertaining as it is instructive. Two
women, one in her 50’ They find that the landscape has completely changed, potential
companions are served up online and there are no guidelines for how exactly to behave.s, take us
on a wild ride within their search to find love later in life.s, the other in her 60’Whether you’ It
explores from the re-awakening of your internal teenager to sex with ageing bodies, how to avoid
dates from hell and why you should never ask your wedded friends for dating advice. Humorous,
insightful and blushingly candid, Secrets pulls no punches. Well, buckle up because Secrets of
Dating After Fifty is here to help.
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I CAN RELATE! Comedians tell us we laugh at items that are True. I think that’s why I laughed
through this entire book.I'm 64-years-young and was married for nearly three decades before
becoming solitary. It’s a fun read, but the situations highlighted and the info provided can be
truthful and relatable. It's true what people say -- it's a jungle out there! Nonetheless it does not
have to be. But it made me think about who I’d be if I were single and in addition how very
different factors are since I was. I’m not alone! It’s witty and insightful and beneficial and laugh
aloud funny. What an enjoyable and unique book. The author's chatty and humorous writing style
is engaging and made the realities of dating as a mature woman easier to digest. It'll make an
excellent gift for your single friends! Great read! The non-public anecdotes cracked me up and I
cherished the way the author wrote as if we were seated around the table with a glass of wine
simply talking collectively, from both woman and male perspectives. Great "war tales" illustrate
critical pitfalls to be avoided. I highly recommend it. And I’m not single. A how-to for ONLINE
dating This was a fast, entertaining read with advice on how best to navigate the web dating
world for all those over 50, but really this would be helpful for any age with advice on writing a
profile, reading a profile, making contact virtually and personally, plus much more. The
composing style was therefore sassy and fun that even though you are not interested in going
the online dating route--it's just a good fun publication to read. A Fun Book! Even though I am not
really in the dating world, I read this book simply for fun and discovered it extremely entertaining.
Bravo! Must-read for guys, too As a 60-something man immersed in the internet dating world, I
could write in self-confidence that the information in this easy-to-go through and compelling
reserve is incredibly helpful. Am I who I claim to end up being or who my photos represent?
No.Getting to look at potential obstacles and perceptions from a woman's perspective is very eye-
opening (Am We an axe murderer? I'm confident all my photos are 3 years or less time and yes, I
am who I look like) - these are queries that as a man I've NEVER had enter my brain while dating
online.Priceless information for the people in your life: Sons, fathers, cousins and nephews,
friends and more. Get a copy! A must read: Its cheeky tone doesn't distract from the wisdom it
contains for internet daters Made me glad I'm not single and provided me some insight in to the
gauntlet my daughters and single friends had to run through to reach the partner of their dreams.
This book provides an accurate assessment of dating for the over 55 set, especially internet
dating pros and cons. I LOVED reading this book! I LOVED reading this publication! There are a lot
of helpful hints too. I want I had go through this publication eight years ago before I starting
dating again after a 25 year marriage.We’ve done internet dating and could relate to most of the
scenarios the authors discussed. Humorous and validating. It had been an easy read and I loved
the humor. I've friends who will love this book as well.
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